
Baked AlaskaBaked
5 - Rising Tide

Begin by watching the fifth short film, 
Rising Tide.

What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if you say you 
have faith but do not have works? James 2:14

Suggested reading: James 2:14-17

What might this passage have to do with the theme 
of the film?

What is your initial reaction to the film?

Bitter reality

The film clip shows the residents of Bangladesh 
adapting their daily life to the realities of how their 
country has been affected by climate change. Is this 
an extreme example, scare-mongering? 

What about communities in the UK that have had 
to take recent measures to protect against the 
increased risk of flooding?

Despite Bangladesh creating very little pollution, 
it suffers disproportionally from its effects [it only 
contributes 0.3% of world’s carbon emissions but a 
10cm water rise causes 2.5k square km loss of land 
and 3 million homeless]. What might ‘justice’ look 
like in this situation?

Seeing iS Believing

In the film there is an exchange between Mrs 
Average and the lady in Bangladesh:

‘The problems we are causing the world are invisible – I 
mean, invisible at home. We can’t see all our carbon 
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that is warming the earth, melting the ice-caps and 
making the sea-level rise. So we are not desperate 
enough – the unseen effects of our actions.’

‘Desperate enough for what?’

‘Desperate enough to make changes, I guess. None of 
us likes to think of ourselves as selfish, do we? I guess 
that’s the real reason why it’s harder for us.’

Do you think it is harder for us in this country to 
be concerned about climate change if we are not 
yet directly affected by it? Can we wait until we feel 
the effects before we do something about it?

Are we, or should we be, desperate for change?

Does climate change feature prominantly in our 
elections?

What might we be able to do to urge our politicians 
to make it an important issue when they are seeking 
our vote?


